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Students students on estimates four and five receive an academic scholarship. But to obtain a
scholarship, the student must learn from the full-time branch, on a budget basis and in the state
university. Students of commercial universities do not receive scholarship. The size of academic
scholarships in different universities differs, but to live on one academic scholarship for a whole
month is possible. Increased academic scholarship is paid to students to students only on five and
applying for a red diploma.

Social scholarship.

Social scholarship is paid to those students of the income of the family below below the subsistence
minimum. To obtain a social scholarship, you need to collect relevant references on the composition
of the family and income. Documents on this
The scholarship is served at the beginning of each school year. Social scholarship is paid regardless
of success in school.

Personal scholarship.

The registered scholarship is paid for special successes in research work. To get you need to
participate in the Olympics, scientific conferences, to make reports, research work. This scholarship
is much more difficult to obtain than academic, but it is much more.

Government scholarship.

Government and presidential scholarships are a special kind of scholarships that are appointed by
the governor of the region, for special merits in study, scientific activities and sports. This
scholarship can receive students not only universities, but also those who receive secondary special
education.

In the realities of modern life, students still prefer to spend time on working and not to study,
because Salary size in any case will be more scholarships. Therefore, less time to students remain
at studying even a part of the salary to spend to order the performance of control and coursework
from specialists. This certainly affects the quality of study, but for many it is a necessity. If
scholarships were enough for Soviet times to live normally for a month, then the diligent students
would be much more, but as they say what we have. Graduate students also receive similar
scholarships, the main difference is that they are usually higher than two times in students.
Graduate students are usually working on the floor of the rates in the university and in the amount of
life already enough.
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